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02  United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime

Document translation,
DTP Drugs and Crime English into Vietnamese

04  International Detention
Coalition

Document translation,
DTP Human Rights English into Arabic, Spanish

06  Plan International Document translation Child Rights English into Vietnamese

08  CityNet Document translation,
DTP

Sustainable
Development English into Vietnamese

10  Women Win Foundation Document translation,
DTP

Women's
Funds/Rights English into Khmer, Vietnamese

  International Rice Research
Institute Document translation Rice Science English into Thai, Khmer, Lao,

Malay, Indonesian 

  
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer

Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

Desktop Publishing
(DTP)

Sustainable
Development English into Vietnamese

  Amnesty International Limited Document translation Human Rights English into Lao

  Environmental Defense Fund Document translation Environmental
Solutions English into Vietnamese
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TOP 9 NGO & INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
 TRANSLATION CLIENTS

Summary

GTE Localize is proud of supporting impactful organizations in their meaningful work around the world

"Despite urgent deadline and high demand on quality, GTE delivered a great service of
translation. They responded to our feedback quickly and adjusted translation style as our
requirement. Great job."

Bich Ngoc Nguyen | Program Assistant at Plan International



Client 01: United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime

United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime's needs

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) is a United Nations office that was established in 1997

as the Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. It is a member of the United Nations Development Group. 

As a well-known NGO, UNODC required native

linguists equipped with relevant professional skills

and knowledge for its document translation projects.

UNODC's requirements
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UNODC's project highlight

Industry: NGO (Drugs and Crime)

Language pair: English into Vietnamese 

Content Type: Cybercrime & Cryptocurrency documents

Service: Translation + Edit, Desktop Publishing (DTP)

Volume: 30.000 words

Duration: October 2022 - November 2022

UNODC needed Vietnamese cybercrime and

cryptocurrency translation to communicate, drive, and

support its impact in Vietnam fast and accurately. 

https://www.exness.com/
https://www.exness.com/
https://www.exness.com/


Translation tools

Challenges 

Solutions

EUNODC's project results

Quick turnaround time: The UNODC's project had a high
volume with a relatively short turnaround time.  

Few instructions provided: UNODC provided few specific
guidelines on how to handle the projects, such as linguistic
instructions, deliverables, or reference materials.

High-quality resources: Our project managers allocated the
most reliable linguists and an LQA process for the jobs. The
editors were required to look into the LQA result carefully
and apply global changes.  

Careful preparation: Our project manager reviewed the
client's websites and sent them to the linguists for term
reference.

Translate more quickly and avoid translation errors
Trados: 

Ensure consistency across files and projects.
Avoid many translation errors with Xbench, such as
inconsistency, untranslated text, or term mismatch.

Xbench:

30.000
words translated and reviewed in 6 weeks
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156 
pages created using Desktop Publishing (DTP) Services

Help format native source files and preserve the intended
content and layout.

Adobe Indesign:

https://www.exness.com/
https://www.exness.com/


Client 02: International
Detention Coalition

International Detention Coalition's
needs

International Detention Coalition's
project highlight

International Detention Coalition (IDC) is a powerful global network of 400+ organizations, groups, individuals, as well

as representatives of communities impacted by immigration detention, based in over 100 countries.

To promote adequate communication and understanding

regarding reducing immigration detention in the Arabic and

Spanish areas, International Detention Coalition wanted to

localize their content from English to Arabic and Spanish.

IDC was looking for a professional localization agency that

was not only experienced in translating and localizing NGO

documents but also capable of supporting DTP services.

International Detention Coalition's
requirements

Industry: NGO (Human Rights)
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Language pair: English into Arabic and Spanish

Content Type: Report, training, policy documents

Service: Translation + Edit, Desktop Publishing (DTP)

Volume: 13.000 words

Duration: May to December 2022



Translation tools

Challenges 

Solutions

International Detention Coalition's
project results

Right-to-left layout: The Right-to-Left structure of the Arabic
language had an impact on the content layout.

High expectation:  IDC asked for a team of native translators
who must be familiar with NGO translation. The translated
content must be accurate, fit for purpose, and ready for
publication.

Competent native linguists: We assigned a team of 3 talented
native translators and editors who had experience in Arabic
localizations for the task.  

Strict quality control:  We used the QC Tool – Xbench which
helped us organize terminologies and detect errors easily
during the NGO translation process.

Ensure consistency across files and projects
Help detect and minimize any possible errors for
translation projects.

Xbench:

13.000
words translated and reviewed in 6 weeks

68
pages created using Desktop Publishing (DTP) Services
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The linguists have a bilingual view of both source and
target, which increases their working speed. 
It can reduce the risk of omission or redundant translation.

Trados:

Help format native source files and preserve the intended
content and layout.

Adobe Indesign:



Client 03: Plan International 

Plan International‘s needs

Plan International’s project highlight

Plan International is an independent development and humanitarian organization that advances children’s rights

and equality for girls. 

Plan International searched for a translation agency that both

excels in transcreation and has proficient knowledge in the

NGO field.

Plan International‘s requirements

Industry: NGO (Child Rights)
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Plan International wanted to localize its reports from

English to Vietnamese effectively to reach a wider

audience and ensure the proper transmission of

information in Vietnam.

Language pair: English into Vietnamese

Content Type: Report documents

Service: Translation Only

Volume:  15.000 words

Duration: March 2021



Translation plugin & tools

OUR BEST CLIENTS

Challenge

Solution

Plan International’s project results

High standard for transcreation:  Plan International had a
high standard for translation style. The report did not contain
so many specialized terms, so it was vital to make the
translation sound smooth and highly readable in accordance
with the Vietnamese style.

Leading native linguists: Our team picked translators who
specialized in handling transcreation and had worked on
multiple projects from NGOs; sent them the translated file for
reference and gave a brief about the client's preference. 

Reduce the risk of omission/redundant translation as the
linguists can see the source and target texts side by side.
Ensure consistency of the terms and translation.

Trados:

15.000
words translated in 2 weeks.
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Client 04: CityNet

CityNet's needs

CityNet’s project highlight

CityNet is the largest association of urban stakeholders committed to sustainable development in the Asia Pacific

region. Established in 1987, it connects actors, exchanges knowledge and builds commitment to establish more

sustainable and resilient cities. 

CityNet needed high-quality English to Vietnamese translations

to transmit information and communicate with Vietnamese

audiences quickly and effectively.

CityNet was seeking a professional translation company

that offers native skilled translators. All linguists involved

had their blind CVs screened and approved by CityNet

before they could join the project.  

CityNet's requirements

Industry: NGO (Sustainable Development)
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Language pair: English into Vietnamese

Content Type: Survey and urban practice documents

Service: Translation + Edit + Proofread,  DTP

Volume: 10.000 words 

Duration: September 2021



Translation tools

OUR BEST CLIENTS

Challenges 

Solutions

CityNet's  project results

Fast delivery time: The turnaround time was quite short
because it included 3 steps of translation and a DTP process
afterward. 

Limited resources: The content of the project (Urban practices)
was quite specific, so the pool of suitable linguists with relevant
experiences was relatively small at that time.

Quicker process: DTP process was followed with LSO where
linguists checked the final files carefully to make sure the
deliverables are clean and good to go. 

The dedicated team in charge: The project manager allocated
the most experienced linguists for the content and an LQA
process for all batches of the jobs. The editors were required to
look into the LQA result carefully and apply global changes. 

10.000
words translated and reviewed in 2 weeks.
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Reduce the risk of omission/redundant translation as the
linguists can see the source and target texts side by
side.
Ensure consistency of the terms and translation.

Trados:

Help format native source files and preserve the
intended content and layout.

Adobe Indesign: 



Client 05: Women Win Foundation 

Women Win's needs

Women Win's project highlight

Women Win is a global multi-dimensional fund investing in and supporting a diverse global portfolio of re-grantees.

Women Win supports all girls, women, non-binary people, and those from minority and underrepresented

communities such as black, indigenous, mestizas, people of color, and LGBTQI+ 

Women Win required that its content be made multilingual into

Khmer and Vietnamese to communicate with its members,

donors, audiences, and advocates in the Khmer and Vietnamese

languages.

Women Win wanted to be supported by a professional

translation firm that has years of offering NGO translation

and localization efficiently.

Women Win's requirements

Industry: NGO (Women's Funds/Rights)
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Language pair:  English into Khmer and Vietnamese

Content Type: General documents

Service: Translation + Edit 

Volume: 2.000 words

Duration: April 2022 - June 2022



Translation tools

OUR BEST CLIENTS

Challenges 

Solutions

Women Win's project results

2 steps needed: Women Win asked for 2 steps including
translation and editing with the same formatting as the source.

High-quality expectation: Women Win needed a flawless
translation project that would be translated and edited with
utmost accuracy and tone.

 

Top-rated resources:  We employ professional linguists with
thorough experience in handling NGO translations and use the
latest technology to meet Women Win's requirements.

Strict quality control: We use the QC Tool – Xbench which
helps us organize terminologies and detect errors easily during
the NGO translation process

2.000
words translated and reviewed.
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The linguists have a bilingual view of both source and
target, which increases their working speed.
Ensure consistency of the terms and translation.

Trados:

A QA check can be performed thoroughly to detect and
resolve all possible errors regarding typos, grammar, etc.

Xbench:



CONTACT US

As a fast-growing global translation and localization agency, GTE Localize provides services for 100+ languages
worldwide. Our solutions include translation, localization, interpretation, subtitling, and transcription. By 2022, GTE
Localize has had three offices in the United States, Singapore, and Vietnam. We are willing to go the extra mile to
provide the best NGO translation solutions for our global B2B clients.

inquiry@gtelocalize.com
EMAIL ADDRESS

+1 805-335-1052

PHONE NUMBER WEBSITE
www.gtelocalize.com

tel:18053351052

